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Launched spring 2004, the art/shop/eat pocket guides combine a great contemporary look with the  
thoroughness of research expected from a Blue Guide publication, making them the perfect choice for  
the weekend or short break city destination tourist.

The art/shop/eat series gives you:
•  Selective, high-quality coverage of the leading museums  

and galleries
•  Where to see the best art
•  Great eateries, from regional cuisine to innovative new 

trends, with places for all budgets
•  The high art of shopping, with the stores you simply 

can’t miss

art/shop/eat Madrid helps you find your way through the 
sunny streets of Spain’s exciting capital. With vital practical 
advice, and colour maps and museum plans, art/shop/eat is 
all you need for a weekend of fun, culture and pure indul-
gence. Madrid lays an ever more convincing claim to being 
the art capital of Europe. It boasts three top museums within 
a few hundred metres of each other, all with out standing col-
lections, and newly extended exhibition spaces. Madrid is also 
a shop ‘til you drop kind of town with cutting edge boutiques 
rubbing shoulders with ancient tiendas set back in time. And 
it comes as no surprise that the geographical heart of Spain 
should be the epicentre of Spanish cuisine, with menus  
drawing from all corners of the country's diverse regions.  
art/shop/eat Madrid covers the best of all three areas.
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